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Utilization
Past Outages

- 1/7/15 (2 hours): Project
- 1/13/15: pdsfdtn2 unavailable for maintenance
- 1/20/15: Power sag ~200 nodes lost GPFS and jobs failed
- 1/22/15 (1 hour): Global homes and common
- 1/23/15 (1 hour): Project
Planned Outages

• February 3\textsuperscript{rd}: All day maintenance
Retiring Old PDSF Homes

• Old PDSF home will be taken offline at the end of February
• Monday, February 17 /u/<user_name> will be renamed
• Please check config scripts and dot files for /u/
Retiring SL53?

- Like to retire SL53 at some point
- Who still uses it?
- What is missing from SL6x?
Topics from the Users
U-Hunting

- Old PDSF homes are mounted read only
- Need to be removed eventually (no date yet)
- Any reference to “/u/” or “/home” will fail once this happens
- Please replace these with “$HOME” or /global/homes/....
- The entire SL53 software stack is located on old PDSF homes
  - Must be relocated
  - Don’t expect any issues, but please let us know if something stops working